


The ultimate protection & future-proofed performance
As you know, it is paramount that your blasters have the best  
equipment to obtain maximum productivity. How can you increase  
productivity and advance your safety? The RPB® Nova 3® is an  
advance on the RPB® Nova 2000™ in comfort and functionality.  
It can also be customized to suit individual needs, further  
enhancing employees’ performance. It meets worldwide  
safety standards worldwide including NIOSH, ANSI Z87.1  
-2010+ and ANSI Z89.1 -2012 Type 1 Class C.

The high standards required of a modern work environment 
make onsite health and safety top priority. Aside from injuries 
to valued employees, there are the potential costs of business 
interruption, non-compliance and negative effects on your 
company’s reputation that need to be considered. The Nova 3® 
minimizes the risk to your employees and your business.

The Nova 3® has been engineered to distribute its weight  
evenly across the head and shoulders for maximum comfort  
and minimum fatigue.

BOOST PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE 
RPB® “FIT & SAVE™” LENS SYSTEM 

Contractors have reported a time saving 

of over 45 minutes per day per blaster 

by using the RPB® “Fit & Save™” tear off 

lenses that have individually pre-folded 

tabs, meaning workers are guaranteed  

to tear off only one lens at a time.



Choose from 5 cape options:

XL or XXL Blast Jacket 

With use of a cool tube, the jacket directs cooler air around your torso to keep your upper 

body at a comfortable temperature, the jacket also offers greater protection for the operator.

28” or 38” Nylon Cape

28” or 38” Leather Cape



“Fit & Click” Inner Lens System 

that reduces downtime
Streamlined air system that directs air to the breathe zone, 

reducing lens fogging and eliminating head chill

Large viewing window that provides 

optimum downward and peripheral vision

Bellow seal creates a complete barrier to dust and particulates

“Fit & Save” tear-off lens system that reduces downtime

Tough, high-pressure injection moulded helmet shell, 

manufactured from engineering grade nylon

Removable visor for efficient lens replacement

Hand Strap for easy 

transportation and storage

Light grey helmet surface reflects heat while 

the vibrant green visor ensures visibility

Large, glove sized 

latch that is easy to 

locate and use

Cape is securely attached 

with 8 snap fasteners

Ratchet adjustable padding 

system creates secure custom fit

Clip on cape seal stops abrasives 

and dust entering the helmet

Field-replaceable air inlet fitting with a unique 

thread so it can’t be installed incorrectly

The key to it all - the hex lock key,  

located inside the helmet, is the only tool 

needed to remove all attached parts

Moulded padding designed to fit closely to the operator’s head, 

spreading the weight evenly and reducing fatigue

Remove the 

lens frame.

Replace the lens.

Click back into place. 

DONE!

Personalize your helmet with one of our decals



The RPB® Nova 3® Respirator pairs perfectly with these products and more:

WARNINGS: The RPB® Nova 3® must be supplied with clean, breathable air BS 4275, ENI2021, AS1715, GRADE D or better at all times. This respirator does not filter or purify air and is not approved for use in atmospheres 
dangerous to life or health from which the wearer cannot escape without the use of this respirator. Failure to use Nova 3® approved components and replacement parts voids any approvals of the entire respirator 
assembly. Failure to use approved parts may cause injury or death. RPB® Ltd is not liable for injury or death because of use or misuse of the Nova 3.® Do not use Silica Sand, the use of Silica Sand can cause serious 
respiratory disease or death (please refer to www.osha.gov/Silica/IT69D_1.html for more information). RPB® is not liable for injury or death because of the use or misuse of the RPB® Radex Airline Filter™. The Radex 
Airline Filter™ does not remove carbon monoxide, a carbon monoxide alarm must be used at all times. Do not use the Radex Airline Filter™ until you have read all instructions and warnings provided with the unit.

©2015 No portion of this brochure may be copied, duplicated or otherwise used without express written permission of RPB® Safety LLC.  
RPB, Advancing Your Safety, and Nova 3 are registered trademarks of RPB® Safety LLC.

To view our full product range or request our latest product catalog,  
call us toll-free at 1-866-494-4599 or check us out at rpbsafety.com

Contact your local RPB distributor now:

RPB® GX4 GAS MONITOR™

As you know, dangerous levels of toxic 

gases can cause fatal injury or death.  

How can you have complete confidence 

that the air you and your employees  

breathe is safe? 

Your solution is the RPB® GX4™,  

an intelligent gas monitor that has  

the ability to detect up to 4 gases,  

giving you peace of mind. 

RPB® C40 CLIMATE CONTROL DEVICE™

Working in an environment where  

the temperature is comfortable is key  

to maximizing productivity. So how  

can you ensure that your employees  

are productive? 

Your solution is the RPB® C40™, which can 

heat and cool your supplied air as desired. 

With the slide of a lever, your employees 

can switch from heating to cooling 

ensuring they are always comfortable.

RPB® RADEX FILTER™

Polluted air can be the cause of major health 

issues, so how can you improve the quality  

of the air your employees are breathing?

The RPB® Radex™ Airline Filter exceeds 

industry filtration standards so you can be 

assured that your workers won’t suffer the 

consequences of breathing contaminated 

air. The Radex Airline Filter is fitted with a 

large capacity, 6-stage filter cartridge that 

removes moisture and particulates to 0.5 

micron and odor from the compressed air 

stream, providing clean, breathable air.


